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export of British goods were now liberally given: and the
gunpowder, silk, sail-cloth, and sugar-refining trades greatly
benefited by these.   While the Government endeavoured to
secure the foreign market by granting favours to the home
manufacturer, with the same object, it regulated.the quality
/anji-size-of goods which were exported, lest frauds and bad
^ workmanship should damage English credit overseas.   The
reduction of duties necessarily gave a great impetus to
English shipping,
The Excise The climax of Walpole's commercial policy was reached
i73smeX with the introduction of his Excise Scheme of 1733. The
Excise System (that is, the supervised warehousing of all
imports, on which duties were paid only if taken out for
home consumption) had been applied to tea, coffee and
coconuts in 1724, and was to be applied by the scheme of
I733 t° tobacco and to wine. The allowance of free re-
exportation would give encouragement to the English
carrying trade; and by simplifying the collection of duties,
by rendering smuggling unprofitable, and by checking
innumerable frauds and misrepresentations,1 the Scheme
would produce a considerable increase of revenue. The
additional virtue of the Excise Scheme for Walpole was that
the increase of revenue would permit the lowering of the
Land Tax and would be the replacement of taxation of a
class by that of the whole nation.
ruined by Unfortunately the Scheme was ruined by the factious
tioL pposl"/ opposition of Walpole's Parliamentary enemies, and a great
financial reform was postponed till the days of the Younger
Pitt. A wave of the most violent and fanatical agitation
swept through the country; scurrilous placards attacking
Walpole were paraded through the streets of London, and
once "Walpole himself had tojeave the House by a back way,
even then narrowly escaping" with -his life. For a time it
seemed as if the^days of the Popish Plot had returned. Men
said that the increase of revenue would only strengthen the
hands of the King against his subjects, "thai an army of
excisemen would be foisted as placemen, dependents of the
Crown, upon the Commons; and one wrote that " the Excise-
1 Brisco, op. cit.t p, 108-9.

